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What’s Your Super Power?
From the Editor

Hello and welcome to issue #63 of Roomers Magazine.
If you think it’s a long time since the last issue came
out, you’re right. Roomers has dropped to publishing
only two magazines per year making it a long stretch
between issues. In an ideal world we’d still be
pumping out four per year, but what can I say,
money’s tight. Even though there’s only two hard
copy issues of Roomers per year there’s plenty of
other ways to get your work published and out
there into the world.
2018 is going to be the year we develop a strong
online presence. We will regularly upload new work
onto the Roomers web site and onto the Roomers
blog: bricks and clicks. We will link to other writing
sites and pages and find other online writers to
connect with. Once a fortnight we will upload new
writing onto the webpage and blog. That means I’ll
be on the continual hunt for new pieces of writing
so you know what you have to do. Send your pieces
to me by email or snail mail or drop them off at the
neighbourhood house in Elwood. Or even better,
bring them to class on Tuesday.

The theme for this edition is what’s your
superpower? It’s always interesting what the various
themes inspire. No one has written about supernatural
superpowers like flying or underwater breathing,
although there is a story about mesmerising certain
four-legged friends. Instead many of the stories deal
with superpowers needed to just get by in the world.
What’s my superpower? Easy. Putting on a free
weekly writing workshop every week at the St Kilda
Library Community Room, 1.30–3.30pm. Every
Tuesday, rain or shine. Come along and see!
Email: outreach@esnlc.com.au
PO Box 57, Elwood, 3184
87 Tennyson St, Elwood
Website: roomers.org.au
Blog: Bricks and clicks: the Roomers blog
Ph: 9531 1954
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Johnny Boy
by John King
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Looking back always made him a bit melancholy. Though to see
him now and how far he has come you’d never pick him as a person
from the slums. He’s fond of telling people how good he was as a
fighter. The older he gets the better he used to be. Truth is he was
always what those in the boxing world would call a “journey man”,
more courage than skill. That can be a dangerous combination.

He was born into a large family of seven kids
which wasn’t that uncommon in Melbourne’s outer
suburbs in the 60’s especially in the poorer suburbs
like Croydon. A violent father and grinding poverty
forced his mother to flee with the kids to the slums
of inner city Kensington. To live in the high rise flats
built to house the great unwashed. Many new arrivals
mixed with working class and the no working class.
A true melting pot if ever there was one.
Government housing comes with its own
special form of stigma and you are hungry from the
start. Hungry not just for food, but for a ticket out
of there. Somewhere that every day is not such a
struggle. Hope is a precious gift. One that is hard to
find when you can’t see the value of education and
no one in your family has aspirations beyond working
at the local abattoir. So you learn how to be tough on
the streets and give as good as you get. Never let
your fear show, never let them see your weakness.
So it was that this fifteen year old boy walked into
the boxing gym at the back of Festival Hall under
the stage. The smell of blood, sweat, fear and hope
was a potent mix. The tough men and boys skipping,
hitting bags and sparring didn’t take much notice as
Johnnyboy marched right up to the trainer and tried
to catch his eye, in between the ringing of the bell
that marked the three minute rounds or the one
minute break. The whole rhythm of the gym was
attuned to this timing of the bell. During the break
your lungs ached for air and your body for rest.
The trainer stopped at the break and rubbed
vaseline over his fighters face as he gave him quiet
instructions and a sip from the water bottle. He then
turned to Johnnyboy and shook his hand. This was the
first time anyone had shown him genuine respect.
The trainers name was Ambrose. A huge but gentle
man whose theory was that any man or boy who had
the guts to walk into a boxing gym and wanted to
learn the gentlemanly art of self-defence deserved his
respect right from the start. Ambrose was old, from
another era where people were all equal and courtesy
was shown to everyone.

They clicked right from the start. Respect
was a two way street. Even though he was scared
Johnnyboy asked if he could spar straight away.
Ambrose smiled and told him he would have to wait
at least three months till he was fit and had learnt
the basics. He had to prove that he was committed
to the discipline and the training regime just as much
as the others who came before him.
So Johnnyboy picked up a skipping rope and
one of the other boys showed him how to use it.
At first he was embarrassed as he tripped himself
up with the rope, then whipped himself on the back
of the head. The older boy, Henry showed him how
to just run on the spot then slowly introduce the
rope whilst keeping his wrists straight and moving
from the elbows, then gradually increase the speed.
Next Henry moved to the speed ball which as he
demonstrated should have a steady boom bada
boom bada boom. Johnnyboy had a go but found it
was a lot harder than Henry made it look. After three
minutes the bell sounded and it was time to move to
the floor to ceiling ball. He watched as Henry danced
in circles hitting the ball and making it move in time
to his combinations. The bell rang again and it was
Johnnyboy’s turn. Thinking the harder he hit it the
more impressed Henry would be, the ball promptly
returned and hit him on the nose causing a nose bleed.
Humiliated by this he tried hitting it again only to find
himself tangled up in the ropes that held the ball to
the floor. Henry suppressed a laugh and explained it
was all about timing, rhythm and speed. These would
all come with practice.
Next it was time to move to the heavy bag
which in the previous round was being pounded by
a heavy weight named Steve. He was awesome to
watch as he glided in and out. First clockwise then
anti clockwise. Hitting the bag from every angle.
His combinations leaving huge dents in the bag
whilst filling the whole gym with sounds like thunder.
This place felt like home.
Day after day he would run six kilometres to the
gym and for two hours throw himself into his training.
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“The values that Ambrose had taught him courage,
strength, perseverance and digging deep inside yourself.
All values that are needed in the game of life.”

As he got fitter and fitter he could feel his strength
growing inside until he felt invincible. By the time
Ambrose deemed him ready to spar he was bursting
out of his skin. Months of training on the bags and
going through combinations on the focus pads with
Ambrose and watching his gym mates spar had
Johnnyboy itching to step through the ropes.
Ambrose chose Henry as his first opponent.
He was a professional boxer who would cope with
Johnnyboy’s amateur attempts, rushing and leading
with his head. Like a bull to a matador. To everyone’s
surprise Johnnyboy actually landed a couple of
punches on Henry’s chin before Henry took control
of the sparring session and stopped Johnnyboy’s
burst of enthusiasm with a left and right combination.
Delivered with just enough power to slow him
down and let him know who was in charge. Up until
now Johnnyboy was enjoying the spar, but then
bang, bang the room went black and all he could
see were stars sparkling in his head. This caused
Johnnyboy to fear he would be knocked out in his
first sparring session. Mercifully Henry eased off and
with Ambrose instructing from the corner Johnnyboy
was encouraged to remember techniques and
combinations he had worked on with the focus pads
with Ambrose. One, two ,three jab, one, two, three,
four hook. The training kicked in and he gained back
some confidence, in large part due to Henry taking
it easy on him. At last the bell sounded and with it
Johnnyboy had finished his first sparring session.
He was exhilarated and relieved. Glad it was over and
he had survived. Keen to continue tomorrow night.
He ran up the stairs to the tenth floor of the
Flemington flats. He walked through the door and
was set upon by his mother. When she saw his black
eye she cried that he shouldn’t go back to the gym. It
would send her to an early grave. He wrapped her up in
a big hug and told her it would be ok and not to worry.
Johnnyboy stayed for five years at Ambrose’s
gym. He had a few amateur bouts. Won some, lost
some. As he grew up he never forgot the camaraderie
of the gym. The brothers in arms that his gym mates

became. Their mateship forged in the heat of battle. He
got married to the love of his life and had a son of his
own whom he taught to box, but never allowed him
to fight. He wanted more for his boy and so he taught
him the value of an education and how to dream big.
He passed on the lessons of self-discipline
and effort that he had learnt in the gym. The values
that Ambrose had taught him, courage, strength,
perseverance and digging deep inside yourself.
All values that are needed in the game of life.
One night after a long day at work, Johnnyboy
had cause to stop at an ATM in Dandenong. Out
of the corner of his eye he saw two young men in
the shadows. They ran at him producing a knife and
screaming at him to give them his money. Though
his heart was pounding Johnnyboy did not feel fear
but instead his instincts told him to fight. With a
well-timed left hook the kid with the knife fell to the
ground as his accomplice tried to rush him from
behind. Johnnyboy turned just in time to evade his
opponents attack and delivered a crushing right cross
to the stomach, which took the wind out of the thug.
Both boys were desperate to flee so he let them go.
He didn’t begrudge them. He knew what it was like
to be desperate and hungry.
Now when the topic at dinner parties turns to
the “barbaric” sport of boxing he smiles to himself
and pities these people who don’t understand the
benefits of testing yourself in the heat of battle.
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Inner Bloom
By Gee

Bed time.

To satisfy my dreams.

I’m actually counting sheep to get to sleep. So many
have made it over the fence to the distant Rowan
tree. So cute they are grazing.

I did spend a whole bloody childhood, teens and
early 20’s believing in them! Obsessing and actually
planning for them. How dare I just stop? Seriously
it’s wrong.

Annoyingly I’m still wide awake. Luckily I love my
room and something makes me feel it loves me too.
I’m very grateful for it. The walls that witness me
accept what I deep down know is the unacceptable.

This moss I see, its minute blades, soft featheriness.
It sparkles a little. It reminds me sweetly that I must
not forget my true purpose, my long held dreams.

Smile, just say it’s all fine and good. “I’m rapt with that!”
I’m, in all truth, like so many, dying inside. Much like
a balloon long after the paper machè was applied.
Withered with a big knot.
But still here. Where along the way did I become this
shell that smiles robotically at everyone when I feel
disdain?
I can’t cry, it does nothing.
I can’t scream, I’d probably be breached plus I’m not
a screamer for relief. Only when I’m cross. From such
an earthly body comes such plastic moves. I laugh at
how ridiculous I can be sometimes.
Polite is one thing but “HAL” a la space odyssey
is more human than I let myself be. My inner
connection to earth feels lost. Most of what makes
me true feels buried.
I quietly let it go for another time and focus on some
stupid stuff.
That big unacceptable stuff will hurt me and I’m too
weak right now.
In the hardest edges of my heart and mind, something
grows, always has grown. I imagine it like a lush moss
(one of my most loved plants), reminding me of the
want for a great success, children, to make my family
and partner proud, and all the stuff a 35 year old
woman generally wants.

Morning.
My anxiety is high but now over different things.
I get up and power on. Running on coffee and stress.
Last night in my angry, insomniac state I planned a
crazy amount of stuff that doesn’t matter. I would
do this, say that, make certain things understood.
I can’t believe that kept me up all night. Just
insignificant bullshit I let scramble me. I do it nightly.
I beat myself up feeling I failed adulthood thus far,
a constant whisper through me, but it’s also so loud.
I failed at adulthood.
My version of it anyway. I’m not really me. Things
are just not right. That’s what’s whispered/shouted
through me.
Would I be ok giving life a go again?
What the hell do I even mean? What am I exactly
anticipating? I’d try, fail, and try again until things feel
right but getting there, ugh! I just need to start. It’s
always the first step. But my step seems so slippery.
Like an inner bloom still a bud. Long overdue to
flower. All the things yet to really flourish. I know
that magic moss can’t die. I’m so thankful for that.
One day I’ll listen. I’ll make that moss Versailles.
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Superpower?

by Simon Trinh
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“If I can’t fly then I will run, if I can’t run then I will walk,
if I can’t walk then I will crawl, whatever it takes to keep
moving forward.”
I woke to the sound of crashing rain against the
windows and sniffed the air before opening my eyes.
Throwing off my bed sheet I jumped to the ground
and rummaged under the bed until my fingers clasped
around what I had been looking for. I pulled out the
shoebox, opened the lid, and emptied the contents
on the bed.
How could such a small shoebox store so
many years’ worth of painful memories? My fingers
slowly flicked through the bundle, the headline in
bold writing, Superpower? My eyes paid attention
to the ink which had bled and penetrated the faded
brown paper. Salty tears fell down my cheeks, barging
into my world and reminding me of horrid memories
over the journey of my life. The times I felt sad and
desolate, painful and lonely, the times I most need
to be myself. Life’s cruellest irony.
During Mental Health Week 2017, I had the
privilege of sharing my experiences and was able to
travel to new dimensions with other people whose
lives had also been filled with chronic illness, pain,
and suffering. Through my art I was able to share
my deepest sympathies.
I must fight as I have never fought and never
admit to the inevitability of defeat. I shall conquer fear
by doing the things I fear to do. My mission in life is
not merely to survive but to thrive, and to do so with
compassion, humour, and style.
If I can’t fly then I will run, if I can’t run then I
will walk, if I can’t walk then I will crawl, whatever
it takes to keep moving forward. The only thing I
can’t conquer is the scars, the pain and the wounds.
They are the package I have to carry for life. There
are wounds that show on my body that are deeper
and more hurtful than anything that bleeds. It has
been said time heals all wounds. I do not agree.
The wounds remain. In time, the mind, protecting
its sanity, covers them with scar tissue and the pain
lessens, but they never go. Pain is fear, unproductive,
intolerable, unhealthy and tortuous. While money
can’t buy happiness, or wipe out the pain and fear,
it certainly allows me to choose my own form of
misery. Elton John sang a song called Sad songs (say
so much). This song is so powerful, it makes me cry
every time I listen to it. There is no better way to let
go of sorrow than to sing it out loud through song.

Depression displaced by anger. Blaming myself,
my parents, my genes, I face my own Watergate.
I count my losses, labour through my grief, my life,
my body, my ego, all vandalized by this thief. It seems
all I valued before is now questioned, constantly. Daily
pain has rocked my world as my own Richter scale
responds to changes deep within my blood.
I feel alienated from others, from those who are vital,
healthy, masculine, sporty and tanned, while I
am despondent and weak, lonely, an alien in my
own homeland.
For a while there I wallowed and floundered,
kicked by the foot of fate, then one day I passed a
mirror and said, “This is my life!” Suddenly it hit me.
At that moment, I wished I had the superpower
to be invisible. To fly far away, to run as fast as I could,
to shape-shift into something, anything else, to avoid
being seen because the superpower I need the most
is the strength to face my own life, to sweep away
the wounds, pain and loss. Now I’m not sure anymore
how to tread the ground with these unhealed wounds,
it’s like walking on broken glass, the shards embed
deep. It’s not the glass that hurt so badly, more so
the inflicted wounds of loss that are present daily.
The projection of my self-consciousness
has been an integral part of astral protection post
recovery, I never allow fear to overwhelm me.
Whatever happens, I keep my mind calm and stay
in control but occasionally I let upset take over my
thoughts and emotions.
We were not born superheroes with the ability
to push mountains and touch skylines, but we were
born with the ability to feel pain and loss, all kinds of
it in all sort of ways, and those of us who can express
pain in painless ways are the ones with superpowers.
I wish I had a magic wand with healing
superpowers to ease not just my own pain but the
pain of other people living with chronic conditions,
despair and loss, wounds and grief, to be able to grant
immunity to physical and mental damages. This would
be my lucid dream, my superpower. But I’m not Aslan
(lion) or the Witch, I’m a beaver, an ordinary human.
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The Cat Mesmerist
Barry Lee Thompson

Kesh realised from a early age his possession of an
extraordinary ability to hypnotise domestic cats. It’s
an impressive gift, he’s been told, and he’s come to
accept that as a fact, and to talk of it in such a way.
And were he ever to be invited to a house party, he’d
be in a position to entertain a small group of fellow
guests in the front room with a demonstration of the
skill, provided a convenient cat could be found for the
purpose. Occasionally the opportunity does arise for
him to show off his skill to another: it might occur
if he is out walking with a friend one night, say, and
they come across a cat on the street. In that situation,
Kesh might mention to the friend that he has an
uncanny ability with the creatures. Or he might not.
But if he does mention it, then Kesh will tell
his friend that he can entrance the cat, render it
paralysed, and the friend, if they’re listening, and
if they’re interested, might pick him up on what
he’s said and pursue it, and then Kesh will offer to
demonstrate.
‘There you go,’ Kesh will say, once it’s finished,
and he’ll lead the friend away from the scene with an
uncertain smile, and they’ll leave the cat on the street
staring endlessly after them.
The friend will keep looking back over their
shoulder, wondering what exactly just happened,
but Kesh will keep on going, straight ahead. And the
friend will ask what comes next now that the animal
is held in place, is transfixed and bound by a strange
spell. Kesh will say that the magic (and he’ll say this
word shyly, because he still feels a little modest in
this regard) only goes so far, only goes as far as has
been shown, and that he has no idea of how to lift
the animal from its trance.
They’ll walk on until the cat is no longer in view,
and then the friend will ask: ‘So what will become
of the cat?’ and Kesh will mutter that he has no idea
what will happen to the creature, any more than the
cat has any idea of the future or of what will become
of Kesh or the friend or anyone.
Kesh will look sideways at his friend, feeling
clever, but he will register some element of scowling
doubt upon the friend’s face, and so he’ll say that
he might have no idea at all regarding the future of
the animal, but he’s sure, because it’s true isn’t it,
that a benevolent act such as the hypnosis he’s just

performed cannot possibly have any ill effects in the
grand scheme.
‘What grand scheme?’ the friend will ask,
beginning to wonder how many cats have so far fallen
under Kesh’s influence.
‘Well,’ says Kesh, surprised and a little disarmed
at having to take this further, but ready with an
explanation. ‘The universe has plans,’ he says, ‘has
ways. Doesn’t it? It must do,’ he says, answering his
own question. ‘Otherwise, how can life proceed?
How can life proceed without design?’
The friend might say here that they don’t
understand the question that Kesh is posing about
life’s proceedings, but they’ll be thrown off by their
unvoiced concerns about the animal that’s just been
held in place by Kesh’s stare, as well as any animals
from the past that might have been so treated. The
friend imagines the cat still standing, standing still, in
the middle of the road where they left it. And should a
careless vehicle come barrelling along that lonely road
in the middle of the night, then the welfare of the cat
will be fatally imperilled.
And so the friend will find themselves disturbed,
while all the while Kesh talks and acts as if nothing
untoward has happened or will happen. Kesh is talking
as if the life of the cat has not been compromised.
And the friend will reach a stage, with Kesh talking
along at their side, where they’ll wonder if they
actually did witness a cat being impaled on the end
of Kesh’s gaze, or if they imagined the entire thing,
or if they simply observed an animal displaying its
usual behaviours. And they’ll wonder if Kesh’s magical
power is merely a parlour trick utilising the natural
tendencies of cats.
The friend will feel an impulse, an urge to
return to the scene where the cat was acted upon,
to investigate further. But they’ll resist this because
they know that such a path of enquiry might lead to
more questions and uncertainty, and so they’ll
continue to walk with Kesh, and the two will fall into
a quiet steady rhythm. It’ll be peaceful for the most
part, their walk, but all the while the friend will be
distracted by a floating awareness that the next time
a cat is encountered these issues that now lie within
their mind will be resurrected.
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weekend at clichés
In Bairnsdale with mum
for a few days. Riverside Holiday Park.
First time we’ve been home
for eighteen months. Bairnsdale,
not the caravan park. Families.
It’s complicated.
Luminous June arvo, we each go
for a walk. Mum along one side of the river
me along the other. My legs are quicker.
I’m on a bridge. I know it’s Gunaikurnai
country from here to the coast,
but I’m a fifty seven year old white teenager
with swift classical Chinese reference.
The scene below: Fisherman by Wu Zhen, ca 1340.

Mr. 70%
On the Bayeux Tapestry,
neither a tapestry or a product of Bayeux,
there’s a motif universally considered
a comet.
In this case
the universe ain’t telling you anything.
Or rather, it’s telling a fib.
A white lie.
An untruth.
What at first blush seems a comet
is the first of my forbears
to spontaneously combust.
The thousand year history
of exploding ancestors
is a tale too dire to tell.
My superpower resides
in resisting that dread fate.
How?
70% of my room’s west wall
is window.
There are trees immediately outside.
Then a road,
more trees,
some houses,
then the ever changing pageant
of the sky.
		

Poems by Paul Harper

I resist reduction
to a small pile of ashes
by never tiring of those trees.
Or the sky
beyond & above.
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What is My Super Power?
WJ Knight 11/10/17

I intend to show in this story, attributes of
my super power, it can neither be completely
described nor understood, I say. It is some
things and not others. There are several
components to it.
It speaks, that is has the ability to
communicate in pictures, words, sounds,
actions. It is kind and gentle, caring and
loving, listening, paying attention, empathising.
In these ways it has sorrow, some joy, some
dark foreboding.
In the practical sense it is playful, fun-loving
and inventive, it can create, imagine, dream.
There is an almost mischievous daring in its
dry, tragic, comical wit. It loves to joke and
to giggle, to cackle and shout and yet can
evoke sadness.
My superpower is somewhere between a
setting sun and a snowfield, a deep humorous
breath and a daisy chain turning into fluffy
seeds and blowing away. There are many
shades to this superpower; it is happy, sad,
tall and mysterious.
One day emerging, another departing,
Inextricably… It is me.
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My Superpower
By Tanya Page

I have written 2 short stories reflecting common heroines in Irish
folklore and British classic literature. Juliet and Niamh are strong
characters whom I admire and who reflect honesty, valour and the
power of persuasion.

Cross Torn Lovers
A comet shone brightly above two cross torn
lovers sitting high in a poplar tree swing in the sky.
They glared into each other’s eyes and their bodies
became one.
“You are my superhero!” Juliet whispered into
Romeo’s ear.
A blustery cold wind shook the poplar tree
branches as Romeo fell from the tree through the
night sky.
“Romeo, Romeo where art thou Romeo?!”
Juliet cried out.

Romeo stretched his arms and took a deep breath.
“Juliet! Do not fear! I, Romeo, your superhero is
here!” he said as he embraced her body.
Juliet’s tear drops were stars in a celestial sea
of mishap comets and asteroids. He lifted her into his
arms and they rode
the high wind.
The end.

Tir Na N’óg
A long time ago in a faraway land there was a young
man named Oisin. He tilled the fields every day till
harvest time and his people praised the gods for
the rain, sun, wind, and earth. One day Oisin was
swimming in a lake in a wood and met Niamh who
was bathing her horse in the lake’s reeds. He noticed
her white skin which was as white as a blanket of
snow laying on a cold winter ground in the dry tundra.
Oisin approached her and asked her name.
“My name is Niamh and I am from Tir Na N’óg,
the land of youth,” she replied.
Oisin’s eyes stung from her piercing eyes.
“Come with me and I will promise you eternal
life,” she said.
The spirits in the woods laughed.
“Come with me! “Niamh called Oisin again.
The spirits laughed.
Oisin mounted her horse and left his people.
In Tir Na N’og, there was no pain and suffering

and one ever grew old. All was bountiful and one
never aged. In time, Oisin loved Niamh deeply but
he missed his family and as more time passed he
missed the toil of the fields and the sweat upon his
brow. He asked for Niamh’s permission to return to
his home, which she granted. She warned Oisin of
losing his immortality by traveling far from the spirit
world and warned him not to dismount from the
horse when he returned home.
Oisin rode his horse and when he returned
home he saw his mother and father cutting the
flax and asked if he could help. He jumped from
the horse and reached for his mother but fell to the
ground in pain as his body became aged and worn.
He felt the shaking of the barley and burning of
the hay as he gazed at his aged parents and recalled
Niamh’s beauty by the lake.
The end.
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Gastronomic Superpower?
by Simon Trinh

In the summer when the days are hot,
I like to find a shady spot.
Light the open fire,
BBQ beef and pork sausages,
Chargrilled spring onions and vegetables,
Caramelised French shallots,
Munch on summer berries with dollops of thick cream.
In the winter when the days are cold,
I like to find a warm spot
And sit, and sit and sit.
My kettle whistles merrily,
And signals that it’s time for high tea,
The fine china cups are filled with the brew,
There is lemon and sugar and milk,
The fine china plates are filled with sweet treats with the dollops of thick cream too.
Mango and passionfruit pie, tarte tatin,
A quince tart, a citrus tart, a tart for an old tart!
White chocolate lemon cheese cake for the delight of young tarts!
In the cold, days are short and nights long,
My heating and oven swirl merrily,
Signalling that it’s time for evening tea,
Candlelight spreads shiny across the dining room,
Clusters of lights over empty chairs
That face each other, coloured differently,
Through open door, the dining-room declares
A larger happiness or loneliness of knives and glass,
The pink, white champagne on ice,
The white and red wines on table,
And I said “We are all just prisoners here, of our own device”.
And in the dining room,
I gather for the feast,
But, best of all there’s friendship, between you and me,
As we are lovingly share our tea,
Our fine China plates are filled with slow cooked French cassoulet,
Eggplant parmigiana, French shallot tatin, silverbeet parcels,
Fennel with pecorino cheese, fresh fruits and cheeses too.
Oh, I don’t know, for the momentum delights disaster,
Knowing my mind has just gone bubble gum,
All I know is gastronomic,
Gastronomic is the brain’s superpower,
By using my creative mind,
Incorporated with my set of creative hands,
I could turn the bland ingredients into something tasty, into delicious meals,
Is this my Gastronomically superpower?
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Super Powers
by Anna Brants

Ordinary people with extraordinary powers of courage, hope, faith and enduring love.
Countless times I have watched with curiosity the man with the steel crutches. Stooped
so low, moving at a snail’s pace, his face covered in a thick coat of permanent sweat.
He struggles to remain upright. He does not falter, with every step he takes courage
and fierce pride keep him balanced.
A three-legged dog hopping along beside his owner, the faithful dog and owner are
one. The owner looks down at his loyal companion with apologetic tear-filled eyes.
The vision is one of enduring love.
So many children left to entertain themselves, wide-eyed and eager with longing. Every
day is the same. There is no guiding hand or gentle caring voice to encourage and
nurture the young and vulnerable hearts, minds and souls. The children wander around
in circles, hungry and lost, reaching for the sun.
Hell breaks loose everyday on the streets
I try to walk by without noticing but the stench attacks my unsuspecting nostrils and
clings to them. I hold my breath, my mouth convulsing.
My legs are caught in an endless sea of floating rubbish. Discarded plastic, broken
glass, broken toys, newspapers, food containers, food scraps, cigarette butts, all lying
helplessly on the ground waiting to be collected. I shrug my shoulders and look around
in hopeless despair.
Birds singing in the treetops
Drivers swerving
Cyclists cursing
Police, fire and ambulance sirens wailing
Thieves breaking and entering
Children howling
Parents screaming
Lovers quarrelling
The butterfly flitted above happily unaware of the havoc created by mankind.
An unrehearsed symphony of the sounds of hell breaking loose everyday on the streets.
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ANTI=MATTERS.
by Dean Briggs

I still to till this day identify as munted. Doesn't yet
Yet deep inside I always yearned to be
have a ribbon or a day. Not even a fun run. On the
something more than munted. Escape that eternal
refracted wave of visible light we are not represented. flat pack Ikea closet that you assemble, climb into
I no longer even think that munted indices are of a
and then step out of. What was my turning point?
crystalline nature. Just a densely textured organic
So long ago I remember one particular night.
pyramid lump of shit. Hanging from a bright cast
“What is munted?” l heard you mumble in an attempt
window projecting a dull shadow onto a cheaply
at impartial indifference and feigned concern while
painted wall.
staring longingly over your Mexican lemon wedged
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beer at the blonde on the corner stool of the bar
wearing a short slit skirt, a shit cake of fake suntan,
jiggling future life-threatening silicon boobs to a crap
song playing just that bit too loud.
I answer like a long suffering guy with a
published PHD just coming off a junket. 'It’s like life
slowly whittles you away, just to see what's left
standing,' I say. It's also my munted way of saying
I'm poor and I can't keep drinking with you unless
you pay. You laugh. Just to show the blonde you
have a sense of humour and display empathy
towards those less fortunate.
You who have only ever known a slight cut or a
mild bruise. Lived free from any mother fucking blunt
traumas and suffer from good DNA pairing. Respect
your parents.
God does not play dice. He placed all his money
on expensive clay and the Eden estates initiative.
Close to promised public transport and amenities.
And you! You were still projecting your soon
to be erectile dysfunction at the blonde at the bar.
With no idea you're completely out of your league.
That Vagina could never open for you. Because
She's a Man. Their name is Matt and they like to
frock up on a Friday. They’re really nice and a great
dancer. Still saving for the full transition. I hope you
voted Yes. And posted your return
It was in that moment pondering over my
generic yet still overpriced tap beer on how my
munted time could be better spent.
It was that night of glibness that fortuitously
lead me on my journey of fifteen years tenanting
in rooming houses. Self-medicatively pondering
the intricacies of human existence and the need
of the individual to interact in group social activities.
Why the need for mass social encounters/festivities!
Maybe it's because I don't follow any sporting or
religious code! Politics just sucks and I dare not go
to the conspiracy side.
Those many Rooming house years took their
toll, leaving me completely Stressville. Being munted
on a pension in a Rooming house with poor internet
connections. I booked a holiday to 'fuck off ya Cunts'.
I found that yelling this out loudly through a thickly
closed fire proof door on a discriminate mode led
to greater time to think about not fixating, while
reclining on an inflatable tropical floral printed lilo,
watching daytime repeats of get away shows,
drinking and using cocktail umbrellas irresponsibly
well into the A.M. hours.
Somewhere toward the end of my thirty day all
expense government paid escape into my own non
coping wilderness of affordable me time, I awoke
enlightened in my own cocktail umbrella strewn vomit.

I recalled the first assault on my perceived
sense of general festivities. We were all lined up
for school assembly. All in our neat straight youthful
vigour'd lines of compliance. Standing there with
our neatly combed heads held high and our shoulders
pulled back, God save the Queen in full throated song
and the blue white and red fluttering lamely on a fully
raised mast breeze of a Monday morning and my
mate Ian, who I thought was my bestest mate ever
turned in line to me and said ever so quietly 'Santa
Claus isn't real'.
It felt like a hammer to my chest. In rebuke I
lashed out in what later felt like a betrayal. I told him
that the Easter bunny was fake!
He lost his shit. But I lost a sense of certainty
on that day. I was only five.
Now some fifty fucking hard earned years later,
l truly see we are just fodder dwelling on the festive
endless holiday calendar where there's always an
upcoming event to consider.
The answer? Stop subscribing to this shit.
Go all Lewis Carrol. There's is a shit lot of unbirthdays
to be had!
And that is how dear readers, I became the first
St Kilda Festive Separatist. Or skfs for short.
“Please explain” asks the thinly burkared Ranga
sitting in Parliament. Fair question. There must have
been some moment of conversion?
And there was! Many years ago.....
Because of that time of that much anticipated,
over rated, materially celebrated birth of one
historically radical water walking Jew. I began to
shave my beard and cut my hair short. Not because
l thought that l look like him. More like the fat cunt in
Coca Cola ho ho red, with the fake white fur trim and
a jolly disposition.
I never really took joy in telling young children
who'd call me Santa round the December season to
Fuck Off.
There is nothing sadder than humanity coming
together in focus as a force to rejoice on certain
particular days. Maybe we're just part of a cosmic
events almanac App. If so, I'm putting all my fortnightly
pension on the ol' testament. Just for the frequent
flyer points and cheap airfares to North Korea. That
doesn't make me Pro Apocalyptic by the way. It's just
the badge I'm wearing.
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UNRELEASED
The people in the photo cry “Hurry Spoon. The Silk
Blue Ties are coming back. Quick!“
Wooden Spoon stands up and places the
sacred money in the jewellery box that Wind-Up
Ballerina lives in, and swiftly locks it. Spoon feeds
the key to Purse, who burps and zips up. Doll’s dress
spins in spirals, creating wind, trying to slow down
the ties. The ties join and plait, transforming into
a snake while moving smoothly towards Purse.
Snake wraps himself firmly around Purse and
begins to squeeze. Gasping and groaning, Purse
starts to unzip.
Suddenly, Compact Mirror springs open and
looks to Antique Mirror, who is already upright and
preparing to resist. Together they reflect an intense,
burning glare at Snake, who begins to release his
grip on Purse. Red Ball of Wool sees this as an
opportunity to unravel, and shoots strands of wool,
smothering Snake. Confused and surprised, Snake
retreats. Tiger Balm unscrews and pastes himself
on Purse, helping her to breathe. The people in the

photograph cheer. Snake hisses “We're meant
to guard the sacred money”.
“You just spend it on yourselves and not the
community,” the Precious Little Stones interrupt
as they pop out of their velvet drawstring bag.
Snake slithers back towards the wardrobe. “We're
the best financial managers here.” Snake then
mutters “We’ll be back.”
Tea Strainer wakes up with Plastic Crystal
Bracelets lying beside him. Yawning, he asked
“What’s happening? What’s all the commotion?”
“Go back to sleep,” stirs Spoon.
Warm Woolly Scarf breezes in and wraps them
all up together, and in a comforting, reassuring voice
says, “I’d like to see Snake try squeezing me”.
The painted, blood shot, ping pong eye balls
bounce and land on Scarf. “We'll be ready. One of
us will always be open.”
Green Tea Light flickers on and dances,
glowing through the night.

NO SNAIL MAIL TODAY
read on her face. She's already called for help.
I was walking to my letterbox, wondering which of
my multiple online personalities I would use tonight.
I try to move towards them. I feel heavy. My body
My thoughts were interrupted by loud K-pop from the refuses to move. Everything around me goes black.
I open my eyes and recall crumpling to the ground.
car approaching. Of course it’s a red convertible. It
Manfred is kneeling beside me, holding my hand.
turns the corner faster than lightning and slams into
the oncoming, silver car. Pieces of car shoot in every “Don't move”, he says nervously. “Watsonia has gone
direction, drop and bounce. A piece of mirror misses
to bring you water”. I ask him about the drivers.
He looks bewildered and unable to speak.
my face and smashes my bedroom window.
I stare, vacant, at the sky. There's a cloud that
The vehicles are fused together, like two zeros
forming the number 8. Spiralling black smoke spews
looks like a bearded man's face. Is this God disguised
as a cloud? Did he just blink and smile at me?
from the join. Streams of blood race down the
shattered windscreen of the silver car. A head hangs
Whaaaaat! I can't look up there anymore. Sigh.
Watsonia holds out a bottle of water. “Have a
through the passenger’s window, a severed arm
drink”, she says, unscrewing the lid. For the first time
in the gutter. I can't see the driver of the red car.
My breathing speeds up, causing a rush of panic.
the annoying ear-piercing sirens are music to my ears.
Memories of war flood my mind. I'm feeling sick
and taste fear surging up my throat.
I see Watsonia and Manfred running from their
house towards the scene. Watsonia is waving her
mobile, saying something I cannot hear but I can

Words by bEEE tEEE
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EXTRA! EXTRA!
READ ALL ABOUT IT!
WANTED, HIPSTER WITH GOLDEN LOCKS.
Chairs smashed, beds trashed, porridge vomit
on the walls.
“I've only had my Xbox since Christmas.
It was a present from my Dad”, growled the cub.
“It's a disgrace”, complained Mr and Mr
Bear. “We've been waiting for the police for two
days. They advised us not to touch anything”.
“When we arrived home she was going
through the bedside drawer. She waved a
machete at us, grabbed the suitcase she'd filled
and casually walked out”.
HAVE YOU SEEN THIS MISS WITH THE
GOLDEN LOCKS? Read the whole story on
page 29. by bEEE tEEE
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Words by Maria Gorman
AMDG

Who is my superpower? My father
Gerald D’Arcy Gorman. Second eldest male in a family of four males and one
female, standing on the dry banks of the luxuriating Murray on the arid border
of New South Wales and Victoria.
The scene. One harsh week of 110 degrees Fahrenheit in the shade. Five lightskinned kids with their heads bobbing in the cooling waters of the Murray eating
flavourful fresh roast beef and pickle sandwiches. The only respite to the incessant
heat wave. No sunscreen on their ears. In their seventies a multitude of skin
cancers to be burnt from their ears and faces.
(Thanks to Uncle Adrian for the Murray River scene)
Gerald D’Arcy Gorman, my strong and much loved father took a lulu of a fall in his
eighties at 145 Cotham Rd Kew, a tender nursing home run by a team of myself,
my brother and a nursing friend of the family.

Who is my superpower? My Grandfather
Life is not a bowl of cherries
Said Marsie Evelyn when her husband died
Black she wore for years on end
Of her grief she never lied.
At the funeral the side door she exited
Les sanglots longs des violons de l’automne
With five of her seven children by her side
Bless mon coeur d’une longeur monotone

A doctor with a black bag would arrive
Mick said to the kids in the playroom
The baby was in it, it was a lie.

The fire brigade took his coffin out
Mick Mornane from Kew was his name
To Pope Leo he was Solicitor
After his death the family weren’t the same.

He had charisma, oodles of it
Invited from his school to captain Xavier
With Evelyn Marsie, the block he walked
On a Sunday afternoon, this was his behaviour.

I digress, what did he do in life?
He boxed with the best African American chaps
And used to read Omar Khayyam
To his children on his lap.
When Marsie had a baby

St Patricks was packed
When he died in his prime
His wife Evelyn Mornane
Said he’ll be mine for all time.

For the old Xavs
He used to play cricket
One time his two year old daughter Lyn
Ran out in front of the wicket.
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Who is my superpower? My mother
The scene. The kitchen in Cotham St. Saturday afternoon saw Ma making
teacakes and Patrick, my second eldest brother preparing chocolate milkshakes
to accompany listening to the football on different radios around the backyard.
Hawthorn, Essendon, Geelong and Melbourne were the family’s teams. Raucous
shouts would come from my brothers listening to their diverse teams.
Spring was my mother Marie’s favourite time of the year. Out came the homemade
muu muus. Out came the strapless gingham elasticised dresses worn to hang the
washing out. Her two favourite sayings to her five children “all hands to the pump”
and “we need a round table conference” came alive in spring.
The scene. A five year old nicknamed Doll, photographed with a dangling black
cat called Puss in her arms. The photograph capturing her four brothers running
a relay race in the background. Also the setting for demonstrating the Fosbury
Flop*executed over a bamboo high jump, landing onto a large blue bean bag.
As a five year old I would not make the jump but would land on the bamboo rod.
Puss’s job was to catch stray mice and carry them away into a hiding place in the
garden. She missed the mouse fried to death at the bottom of the toaster.
The photographer was Pa. He captured the family after a Sunday roast beef with
Yorkshire pudding. Sitting all together against the white of the back wall. Puss
was always on someone’s lap. Puss was also photographed plonked on the pink
cover of parent’s bed. This in the later years was to be the scene for me to discuss
therapy with my ageing parents. An ashtray balanced on my mother’s stomach,
one of the few places in Melbourne you could smoke inside. Puss didn’t mind the
passive smoke.
The Fosbury Flop is the dominant style of high jumping popularised and perfected
by American athlete Dick Fosbury.
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Superpowers 1
Today, what are my superpowers? Fucking patience
that is for sure. Today my superpower is being a host.
I am covered in crawling bugs. They are invisible.
They are even in my hair. Crawling around. Even in
my shoes. Crawling around. Up my jeans. Inside.
I saw a clothes rack out on Inkerman St next
to Aldis. Someone had put out a free clothes rack.
That’s where the invisible bugs jumped on me. They
love me. They want to come for a ride. Get out and
look around. Eat biscuits at Roomers.
What kind of bugs. Gnats? Lice? Bed bugs?
Once in Paris I stupidly paid up-front for a
week’s stay in a cheap hotel. There were bed bugs.
The guy wouldn’t give me a refund.
Paul has very kindly remembered the name
of the bugs. They are mites. Dust mites. That’s what
I’m telling myself because I feel that I can cope with
dust mites.

Superpowers 2
I used to unconsciously rescue people. Now I have
demoted my rescuing ways to objects. People got
me in way too much trouble. I am not a professional.
My last rescue mission decimated me, cut me up
into a million little pieces. Now I recognise how out
of my league I was.
I was acting out of deep deep grief. Now I get
counselling for that grief.
At my support group what they say is that if
you are a rescuer you secretly want to be rescued.
Human relationship dynamics can get really
weird. That’s why I’m now focussing only on my
recovery. Trying so hard to stay clean. Sober. I’m not
just referring to substances, behaviours as well.
It was my co-dependency that took me into
recovery. I had never even heard the word before,
recovery. Now I go to meetings where people sit
around and talk about it.
Maybe that’s one of my super powers, being
able to handle meetings.
In the end I would like to live a sober life,
I would like to be a fine example for my niece and
nephew. I worry about them. Addiction can be
intergenerational.

By Pen
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Jem Buckley’s hopes for the end of the year
and the beginning of the year and all the bits
that come in between.
All the so-called problems of this world can be
solved by literacy, then literature. Words can
sing us into the dreams of the universe and we
can solve other people’s deafness to their own
dreams. Literature can unite the world.
Teach children the songs of words and they will
sing them from village to village and each child
can then sing their own songs and so on all over
the world.

Writing Workshops
Every Tuesday 1.30 – 3.30
At the St Kilda Library
150 Carlisle Street, St Kilda
Been meaning to drop into the writing workshops?
You don’t need to book or ring; just turn up. The workshops are free
and open to everyone. They are a great way to unearth and polish your
creative writing skills with a friendly bunch of people, amazing tutors
and afternoon tea. See you there!
For more information call Philippa on 9531 1954.

#63
How about becoming a friend of Roomers?
For as little as $50 per year you can help Roomers keep going.
We are always in search of funds to continue publishing Roomers as
a quarterly magazine and running weekly creative writing workshops.
Friends of Roomers receive:
3 copies of Roomers posted annually
Invitations to any spoken word/performances and launches
A warm and fuzzy feeling in your belly
Individual (low income): $50 per year
Individual (cashed up): $60 per year
Not for profit organisations: $70 per year
Others: $90 per year
We want your stories and poems and songs and
articles and musings and photos and artwork
And we want them now.
When you send your work in please include your name and address so
we can contact you. We never print people’s addresses and you can be
anonymous if you like a little mystery in your life.
Contact Philippa Armstrong on 9531 1954 or
write to PO Box 57 Elwood 3184 or
send us an email: outreach@esnlc.com.au
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